PICTURE LIBRARY: APPLICATION FOR PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE IMAGES

Please complete in Block Capitals - read the conditions of use and return to:

Ashmolean Museum, Picture Library, Beaumont Street, Oxford OX1 2PH [t] +44 (0) 1865 278040 [f] +44 (0) 1865 278106 [e] picture.library@ashmus.ox.ac.uk [w] www.ashmolean.org/picturelibrary

Name: DOIRS ROHR

Company:

Address: 36 ELMWOOD DRIVE

BANGOR

BT20 3LJ

CO. DOWN

Telephone: 028 91 853496

Email: D.ROHR@ULSTER.AC.UK

Fax: D.ROHR@LANCASTER.AC.UK

VAT No. [EU]:

Photo Invoice No.: WA- RS- ED- 281- 9- S

Purpose for which required (please tick as appropriate):

O Book

O TV/Film

O Website

O 2D Stationery

O Advertising

O Book Jacket

O Online Broadcast

O Homepage

O All Other Retail

O Reprint

O Academic Article

O All Formats*

O E-book

O Display use

O Other (please specify)

POWERPOINT

PRESENTATION

PUBLIC

Permission is requested to reproduce:

Accession No. WA- RS- ED- 281

Artist RUSKIN, JOHN

Title STUDY OF A PIECE OF BRICK TO SHOW...

Colour V

B/W

Full

Detail V

In the following publication/production:

Title: THE VISUAL AND THE VERBAL

Publisher: LANCASTER UNI

Website going online on Lancaster Uni's website

Author:

Launch Date & Price: 

Print Run: 

Rights Required

Dimensions (print) One Country, One Language (EU=One Country) World, One Language World, Multi-lingual

less than ½ page

½ page

full page

Digital media only

Licence length (electronic) World, One Language World, Multi-lingual

5 years

10 years

Perpetuity

I have read and agree to the Picture Library’s TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE, including use of the credit line: © Ashmolean Museum, University of Oxford’.

Signed: Date: 13- 5- 2015

To be completed by the Ashmolean Museum

Permission Granted: X

Loan: O

Department: Western Ave

Date: 13/05/2015

Invoice Number RE: n/a

Permission Granted by: for the Ashmolean Museum Picture Library

We request: O a fee of: £ n/a

O a copy of the publication

O two copies of the publication as per Loan Agreement

If you need to purchase images to reproduce, please tick here O and you will be sent a "Photographs Request Form".

Alternatively, please download this form from www.ashmolean.org/picturelibrary